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apaRtMent list

Seattle rents have remained fl at over the 
past month; however, they are up slightly 
by 1.2% year-over-year, according to 
Apartment List.

Currently, median rents in Seattle stand 
at $1,320 for a one-bedroom apartment and 
$1,650 for a two-bedroom. 

Seattle’s year-over-year rent growth lags 
the state average of 1.5%, but exceeds the 
national average of 1.0%.

rents risinG across the seattLe 
metro

Throughout the past year, rent increases 
have been occurring not just in the city of 
Seattle, but across the entire metro. Of the 
largest 10 cities that we have data for in the 
Seattle metro, nine have seen prices rise. 
Here’s a look at how rents compare across 
some of the largest cities in the metro:

• Bellevue has the most expensive 
rents in the Seattle metro, with a two-
bedroom median of $2,320; the city has 
also seen rent growth of 4.3% over the past 
year, the fastest in the metro.

• Over the past year, Marysville is 
the only city in the metro that has seen rents 
fall, with a decline of 4.1%. Median two-

bedrooms there cost $1,640, while one-
bedrooms go for $1,320.

Other large cities nationwide show more 
affordable rents than Seattle

As rents have increased slightly in Seattle, 
a few other large cities nationwide have 
also seen rents grow modestly. Compared 
to most similar cities across the country, 
Seattle is less affordable for renters:

• Rents increased slightly in other 

cities across the state, with Washington as a 
whole logging rent growth of 1.5% over the 
past year. For example, rents have grown by 
2.0% in Vancouver and 1.4% in Spokane.

• Seattle’s median two-bedroom 
rent of $1,650 is above the national average 
of $1,170. Nationwide, rents have grown by 
1.0% over the past year compared to the 
1.2% rise in Seattle.

Seattle Rents Up Year-Over-Year

By tRacey clayton

If there’s anything that can put you 
off of a decent rental property, it’s ugly 
fl ooring. 

It’s totally understandable that 
you don’t want crumbling tiles in the 
bathroom, splitting hardwood fl oors in 
the living room and outdated linoleum in 
the kitchen. But what can you do if you 
just can’t say no to the apartment? 

Here are a few ideas that will help cover 
up your disaster fl oors (when remodeling 
is not an option) and put some style into 
your home. 

Get rid of the probLematic 
spots 

If there are only a few spots on your 
fl oors that have seen better days, you’re 
in luck! A worn-out corner can be easily 
covered up with strategically placed fl oor 
cushions. 

If your shabby area is bigger, you 
can create a cozy reading nook with 
an armchair and ottomans to hide the 
offending fl oor. 

be sQuare for once 
Covering fl oors with wall-to-wall 

Nifty Ideas
to Cover Up
a Bad Floor

Outlook Holds Strong and Shines Bright 
On Multifamily Housing Landscape
Rental Housing 
JouRnal

Multifamily-industry 
observers are optimistic 
that the sector will 
continue performing 
strongly and remain 
popular as an investment 
vehicle, according to a 
new report from Yardi 
Matrix.

“The National 
Multifamily Housing 
Council (NMHC) 
gathered in temperate San 
Diego last week as much of the country was blasted by extreme 
cold,” the report says. 

“The juxtaposition could be seen as a metaphor for the multifamily 
sector, which remains a bright spot on the investment landscape 
relative to other sectors both inside and outside commercial real 
estate,” it said.

report hiGhLiGhts

U.S. multifamily rents did not 
change in January, remaining 
at $1,420, while year-over-year 
growth rose 10 basis points to 
3.3%. Rents are at the same level 
they were in August. 

■ Market players are largely 
optimistic about the prospects 
for the sector’s performance in 
2019, based on the discussion 
at the conference in San Diego. 
Demand trends are expected to 
remain strong. 

■ Las Vegas (7.9%), Phoenix 
(6.5%) and Atlanta (5.9%) comprise the top 3 metros, with each 
producing growth in the normally slow winter season.

A January survey of 127 major U.S. real estate markets showed 
that despite fl at rent performance, which is normal for winter, year-
over-year rent growth increased by 10 basis points to 3.3%, the 

See ‘Multifamily’ on Page 12

See ‘Seattle’ on Page 20

See ‘Creative’ on Page 4
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This month our association held an 
informative Membership Luncheon 
which included a panel of experts sharing 
knowledge and best practices for recruiting 
and keeping new talent.  

As our industry grows, attracting new 
people into rental housing employment 
becomes an important company strategy 
for all property management fi rms.

Companies are more focused than 
ever on key human resource processes 
such as recruiting, interviewing, hiring, 
onboarding, training, promoting from 
within, and retention. So too are they 
developing a company culture that 
prioritizes and values the contributions of 
human capital.

keys to LeVeraGinG the skiLLs 
and abiLities of your empLoyees 

Support, supervision and employee 
empowerment are keys to leveraging the 
skills and abilities of your employees, both 
in offi ce positions and also for maintenance 
service team members.  

Marie Virgilio, Chief People Offi cer for 
Weidner Apartment Homes, shared her 
experiences and strategies for effective 
interviewing techniques. Her company has 
evaluated current star performances to gain 
insight into the impact on team dynamics, 
desired skills and personal attributes, and 
effective roles and responsibilities.

Marie explained that when it comes to a 
prospective applicant’s skills, experiences, 
character or culture, she values character 
fi rst and foremost. “We can always train on 
skills and offer valuable experience, but we 
cannot train character.”

Marie also gave her personal philosophy 
on poaching employees from other 
companies. “We won’t do it,” Marie 
exclaimed. She advised that we should look 
outside our industry to fi nd talented people 
with applicable skills and backgrounds.

Understanding wage and compensation 
trends is also important in rewarding and 
keeping talented employees. It is important 
for a company to develop a culture of 
retention, by showing appreciation for 
employees, celebrating successes and 
rewarding performers, by being team-
focused, and adopting ways to promote 
from within.

Kris Buker, CAPS, Talent Development 
Manager for Security Properties Residential, 
shared her many years of experience on 
employee career development. She offered 
these statistics:

• 33% of employees will leave 
within 6 months if not onboarded well.

• The cost to replace a highly 
trained employee can exceed 200% of that 
annual salary.

• Employees who are part of a well-
structured onboarding orientation are 69% 
more likely to remain up to 3 years.

• 33% of leaders are currently 
looking for other opportunities.

• 80% of employees are looking or 
open to opportunities.

• 59% of employees would leave for 
a more appealing offer even if they are not 
looking.

• 58% would start a job at a lower 
salary if it meant having a better boss.

• 50% leave due to a bad manager.
Kris gave excellent tips on onboarding 

new employees as well as developing a 
structured training plan for the employees’ 
fi rst 30, 60 and 90 days of employment. 
Employee coaching and development 

is never-ending but requires periodic 
re-evaluation. The balance between 
job expectations, ongoing performance 
feedback, and opportunities for growth 
and development must align with company 
business goals as well as with your 
employees’ individual aspirations.   

• Set, track, and review clear roles, 
responsibilities, expectations and success 
criteria.

• Give and receive ongoing 
feedback and coaching frequently and in a 
timely manner.

• Provide opportunities to develop 
and increase skills, knowledge, and 
employee experience.

out of the comfort zone, but 
not skiLL zone 

Kris cautions to move people out of 
their comfort zone, but not their skill zone. 
At the same time, she suggests, challenge 
your performers to take a different road 
to success if needed. She advised that 
promoting from within is always a good 
strategy but promoting too soon can be 
risky.

According to Kris, there are eight signs 
an employee is ready for promotion:

1.  They seek new challenges.
2.  They have strong people skills.
3.  They have already crafted their next 

step.
4.  They are aligned with why and who.
5.  They handle failures maturely.
6.  They are already working at the next 

level.
7.  They routinely identify and solve 

organizational problems.
8.  They consistently demonstrate their 

impact on the business.

Employee recruitment and development 
strategies apply equally to maintenance 
service team professionals. Alex Watts, 
Sr. Area Maintenance Manager for 
Avenue5 Residential, shared how to fi nd 
and keep great maintenance personnel in 
these competitive times. He recommends 
looking outside our industry for talent with 
applicable skills.  

Having the right maintenance team 
and grooming a positive, cooperative, 
respectful relationship between the back-
offi ce and front-offi ce will promote those 
valuable synergies that result in outstanding 
customer service.  

WMFHA is here to partner with our 
members on valuable training opportunities 
that enrich the skill level and company 
loyalty of our membership. We have robust 
training and credential programs through 
the National Apartment Association 

Education Institute that supplement in-
house training that companies provide.  

April will be Residential Property 
Management Careers Month and a great 
opportunity to celebrate the wonderful 
industry we enjoy. There has never been a 
better time to start a career in residential 
property management (RPM). Demand 
for rental housing is growing rapidly, and 
so is the need for talented, creative, and 
passionate people to help build strong 
communities. RPM is a meaningful, robust, 
dynamic, and highly professional fi eld, 
dedicated to helping people choose and 

enjoy the housing lifestyle that’s right for 
them.

Check out our Career Center on our 
website at www.wmfha.org to post jobs or 
search for job openings.   

To learn more about Washington Multi-
Family Housing Association, our ad-
vocacy efforts, educational opportuni-
ties, networking events, or to sign up 
for membership, go to www.wmfha.org 
or call us at 425.656.9077. Be sure to 
follow our activities on our Facebook 
page at www.facebook.com/WMFHA.

Register at: www.wmfha.org/edcon

Learn. Connect. Grow.
Washington Multi-Family Housing Association's

 

20+ classes including:
Emotional Intelligence

Education Conference and Industry Trade Show

April 17, 2019

Don't Phone It In!

Generational Awareness

Executive Panel

Time Management for

Maintenance

Much more!

The Staffi ng Struggle
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800.777.1484     www.washlaundry.com/happy

• 24/7 live answers to service calls.
• Electronic card systems for easy payment. 
•  Quick response to service calls — 

typically within 12 business hours.  
•  FIXLAUNDRY mobile app and online 

service portal.
•  ENERGY STAR-rated machines and 

green practices that focus on conservation.
•  Online laundry monitoring to see if machines 

are available or laundry is done.

The bottom line is that when your laundry room 
contract comes up for renewal, we want you to 
switch to WASH. WASH offers superior laundry 
equipment, and service and support that is 
unparalleled in the industry.

Keep Your Residents 
Happy with a 
WASH Laundry Room
WASH laundry rooms offer the ultimate 
in convenience for your residents, with 
the latest technology-based amenities 
and unsurpassed service. 

WS019-098 Happy Resident 10x7_5 4c.indd   1 12/10/18   2:54 PM

carpet is a good idea, especially if you have 
kids who love to roam around barefoot and 
play on the floor, but sometimes that’s just 
not doable. In that case, opt for carpet tiles 
that look modern and are super-practical. 
Some models come with little glue dots 
on the bottom for easy installation and 
easy removal. These carpet squares can 
be easily washed and kept clean and free 
of allergens. However, the best thing about 
them is that they are completely modular, 
which means you can come up with your 
own arrangement, shapes and patterns, and 
create truly unique flooring. 

Layers, Layers, Layers 
This solution should always be at the 

top of your list—rug layering! If you need 
a quick, cheap and absolutely gorgeous 
answer to your unappealing floors, grab 
a few beautiful rugs and combine them 
into one layered look. This flooring option 
will not only hide your problematic floors 
but also add color, softness, texture and 
visual interest to your space. Feel free to 
experiment with layering shapes and sizes 
until you find a unique and practical look, 
and when you get bored with it, just switch 
things up and voila—new aesthetics. 

repLicate Luxury with fake 
marbLe 

When you’re renting, it’s safe to assume 
that you’re not allowed to tear out the old 
floors and replace them with marble. But 
what you can do is fake the Carrera marble 
look with some top-shelf vinyl stickers. 
They might sound very kitsch, but these 
peel-and-stick tiles actually look amazing. 
They can replicate everything from wood 
to marble and stone – and they can even be 
grouted for an authentic look – for a portion 
of the price of the real thing. 

Go GaGa for Geometry 
If you’re looking for a durable but less-

permanent solution than vinyl stickers, 
here’s what you need. You can find super-
cute vinyl floor cloths that are tear- and wear-
proof, non-slippery and easily maintained. 
But the best thing about this flooring option 

is that it comes in practically all colors, 
shapes, sizes and designs imaginable. 
The bold geometric patterns are the most 
popular and attractive. They fit amazingly 
in any bathroom and kitchen and give it that 
desired Instagram-ready look. 

add some fun with foam 
If you’re looking for something soft and 

colorful yet very cheap, nothing beats foam 
tiles. They are truly the best solution for 
covering shabby flooring in kids’ rooms 
and playrooms because they are super fun 
and comfy on little feet and palms. The 
foam will also soften all the vibrations 
and noises kids might make when running 
around and playing, which is something 
you and your neighbors will love. Another 
reason these foam tiles are your friend is 
that they can be interlocked like a puzzle, 
so you can assemble and disassemble your 
floors in minutes. All colors, patterns and 
styles are available on the market (some 
options are even non-toxic, fire-retardant 
and waterproof), so just pick your little 
one’s fave color and you’re all set. 

mask your shower tiLes with 
teak 

If your shower tiles are your most critical 
issue, don’t worry. You don’t have to go 
looking for a sledgehammer, but hit your 
local store (retailers like Bed, Bath and 
Beyond or Overstock are a good starting 
point) and grab a teak or cedar floor mat. 
These look amazing in your shower and 
they are naturally water-resistant. But if 
you feel crafty, you can whip one up in a 
few hours or less with only a few materials 
and tools. 

Ugly floors in your rental aren’t the 
end of the world. These practical and 
beautiful ideas will not only hide what’s 
not presentable but also improve the overall 
look of your home. 

Tracey Clayton is a working mom of 
three girls. She’s passionate about 
fashion, home décor and healthy liv-
ing. Her motto is: “Live the life you love, 
love the life you live.” 

Continued from Page 1

Creative Ways to Mask a Bad Apartment Floor
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Keepe

Has dirt built up in the tracks of your 
sliding doors? Dirt can easily build up in 
sliding tracks, letting water seep in and 
making doors difficult to use. To keep 
your doors operating smoothly, it helps to 
know the best tips and tricks to use to clean 
sliding-door and -window tracks.

Protect your property by ensuring soil 
and grime doesn’t accumulate on your 
tracks by regularly cleaning the area. Over 
time, dirt can build up and become harder 
to clean and maintain. Here are 3 ways you 
can clean your sliding tracks and maintain 
function.

weekLy maintenance

 For regular sliding track maintenance, 
use this solution: 

1. Vacuum the tracks whenever you 
are cleaning your home. Use a small 
vacuum attachment to reach into the 
hard-to-reach corners of the tracks. 
Remove the larger pieces of dirt to 
ease the cleaning process.

2. Scrub the tracks with a wire brush 
and cleaning solution.  A wire 
brush, toothbrush or any similar tool 
would work well. As for the cleaning 
solution, use any cleaner, denatured 
alcohol, or dish soap, and combine 
with warm water. 

3. Wipe down the tracks with a rag or 
paper towel. Remove any last bits of 
dirt with a dry towel. 

for touGh situations

For stubborn dirt that has accumulated 
over longer periods of time, use this 
cleaning method instead:

1. Mix cold water and white vinegar. 
Before using this combination, 
sprinkle baking soda onto the tracks 
over any dirt. 

2. Next, soak the entire track in the 
vinegar solution, and allow 10 
minutes of soaking time to let the 
solution loosen any dirt and material 
stuck in the tracks.

3. Scrub the area down with a 
toothbrush or wire brush.

4. Wipe down the area with a paper 
towel or rag.

monthLy maintenance

Every two months, lubricate sliding 
tracks to maintain optimal functionality. 

1. Clean your tracks using one of the 

methods mentioned earlier before 
lubricating your tracks.

2. Spray a silicone lubricant onto the 
tracks and wipe down the excess 
lubricant with a rag. 

3. Open and close the door several 
times to spread the lubricant across 
the doors. 

About Keepe:: Keepe is an on-demand 
maintenance solution for property man-
agers and independent landlords. The 
company makes a network of hundreds 
of independent contractors and handy-
men available for maintenance projects 
at rental properties. Keepe is available 
in the Greater Seattle area, Greater 
Phoenix area, San Francisco Bay area, 
Portland, San Diego and is coming 
soon to an area near you. Learn more 
about Keepe at https://www.keepe.com

How to 
Maintain
Clean 
Sliding 
Door 
Tracks

Protect your property by ensuring soil and 
grime doesn’t accumulate on your tracks 
by regularly cleaning the area. Over time, 
dirt can build up and become harder to 
clean and maintain. 
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A Seattle developer is planning an 
opportunity zone project development 
called Marina Square, a three-asset class, 
mixed-use waterfront development, that 
will include multifamily, hospitality and 
paid parking, located near Seattle, in 
Bremerton, Washington, according to a 
release.

The Sound West Group of companies, 
a leading Seattle-area developer and asset 
manager, said in the release that Marina 
Square is one of the first project-specific 
qualified-opportunity-zone projects of its 
kind in the country.

Marina Square will include a 125-
room hotel tower by Cambria Hotel, the 
premier brand of the Choice Hotel Group. 
The Cambria Hotel Tower will feature a 
waterfront restaurant, bar, fitness center, 
market and conference center. The unique 
design will ensure every room includes a 
view of the water, marina and mountains. 
A separate high-end apartment tower 
will feature 145 urban-living apartment 
flats, with several community amenities, 
including a rooftop deck, private clubhouse, 
business center and lounge. Both towers 
will sit atop a subterranean, paid-parking 
garage for 382 parking stalls.

“Seattle’s employment and population 
boom has resulted in a housing shortage 
as well as one of the country’s most 
significant cost-of-living increases. The 
Bremerton area (the project location), has 
seen dramatic increases in population and 
housing demand, creating a great need for 
all three asset classes associated with our 
project,” said Sound West Group Chief 
Executive Officer Arthur “Wes” Larson in 
the release.

 “I was born and raised here. For me, 
it is particularly gratifying to deliver a 
significant development to the region that 
will not only benefit our project investors, 
but will focus on honoring the spirit and 
intentions of the Federal Opportunity Zone 
Initiative by helping to create jobs and 
opportunities, increasing local revenues 
and wealth, and supplying much-needed 
housing for the area.”

Additional catalysts for the city, as well 
as the project, is the 28-minute commuter 
ferry to downtown Seattle, the proximity 
of the Marina Square project to the 
Bremerton-to-Seattle Ferry Terminal (just 
500 ft.), and the U.S Navy’s commitment to 
invest in the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard 
(located in Bremerton and steps away from 
the project site) as part of its $21 billion 
ship-repair-yard modernization plan. 

“This is an exciting project within one of 
the state’s designated opportunity zones,” 
said Greg Genovese, president of Sound 
West Realty Capital, in the release.  “The 
Sound West Group is taking a parking lot 
and transforming it into its highest, best 
use, while also improving the community 
for the long-term.”

Marina Square is one of the first project-
specific qualified-opportunity-zone 
projects of its kind in the country. Created 
as part of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, 
the federal opportunity zones program is 
designed to incentivize investment capital 
into designated census tracts nationwide 
and is eligible for significant preferred tax 
treatment.

About Sound West Group: The Sound 
West Group of companies (SWG) is 
a Bremerton-based full-service real 
estate company that was established 
in 2010 by its Principals Wes Larson 
and Mike Brown. SWG is a fully di-
versified real estate company that 
encompasses property development, 
asset management, commercial and 
residential property management, and 
brokerage. Driven by their core value 
of ‘Developing Community with Vision 
and Integrity,’ SWG is committed to cre-
ating community engagement through 
their developments in multifamily, com-
mercial, multi-use, medical/dental, and 
warehouses. SWG is a leading devel-
oper in the region with a total stabilized 
value of over $300 million, and more 
than $300 million currently in design 
and development. For more informa-
tion about Sound West Group and to 
view their portfolio, visit soundwest-
group.com.

Opportunity Zone 
Development Planned 
Near Seattle

Rental Housing JouRnal

In a recent survey 19 percent of current 
renters say rising mortgage rates are their 
biggest obstacle to buying now, so many 
renters will now continue renting.

“Rising mortgage rates will take a bite 
out of affordability on top of an already 
supply-constrained and high-priced 
housing market,” Trulia reports in their 
2019 housing market outlook.

“Almost one in five (19 percent) renters 
who wish to buy said rising mortgage rates 
were their biggest obstacle to home buying 
– up from 13 percent in April, before rates 
hit seven-year highs,” the report says based 
on a Harris Poll in November 2018.

Mortgage rates on 30-year, fixed rate 
loans have been less than 5 percent since 
the end of the recession, helping to buoy 
housing demand and keep monthly 
payments relatively cheap even as prices 
themselves rose. But those record-low rates 
will come to an end in 2019, according to 
the Trulia report.

Trulia says the financial impediments 
of homeownership are acutely felt among 
renters who wish to buy:

• 53 percent of renters say that 
saving enough for a down payment is the 
number one obstacle to homeownership.

• 36 percent of renters say home 

prices is the obstacle.
Over the past several years, home price 

growth has largely outpaced income 
growth, making for an increasingly 
unaffordable home-buying environment. 
And this year, even as growth in home 
prices cools, limited supply will continue to 
help push prices up to some degree.

“Even if inventory begins to pick up in 
more markets, it will be rising from multi-
year lows and will take a long while to get 
back to a more balanced level between 
buyers and sellers.

“With the construction industry facing 
significant headwinds from the higher cost 
of materials and labor as well as rising 
interest rates, we do not expect much if any 
growth in new construction starts in 2019 
to help alleviate inventory woes,” Trulia 
says in the report.
Methodology: This survey was con-
ducted online within the United States 
by The Harris Poll on behalf of Trulia 
from November 7-9, 2018 among 2,021 
U.S. adults ages 18 and older. This on-
line survey is not based on a probabil-
ity sample and therefore no estimate 
of theoretical sampling error can be 
calculated. For complete survey meth-
odology for this survey or previous sur-
veys, including weighting variables and 
subgroup sample sizes, please contact 
trends@trulia.com.

Mortgage Rates Deter Many from Buying
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By Holly welles 
A landlord’s ability to adapt has a 

substantial impact on their success. Potential 
tenants will always choose properties that 
align with their interests and values, and 
as these interests and values change, year 
after year, landlords need to remain aware 
of shifting trends to capitalize on them. 

This fact is especially true of the 
millennial demographic. Projections show 
that millennials will soon surpass baby 
boomers as the nation’s largest living adult 
population, making them an even higher 
priority for landlords. So what can these 
landlords expect from millennial renters in 
2019? 

Let’s consider three trends that will shape 
the way landlords appeal to millennials.

1. smart-home technoLoGy

Millennial renters are familiar with the 
range of smart-home technology available on 
the market today. Many of them are interested 
in the benefi ts of smart thermostats, smart 
lighting, smart security systems and other 
products that provide convenience and 
energy effi ciency. Landlords see the appeal 
as well.

For example, residents can save as much 
as 10 percent per year on heating and 
cooling by turning the thermostat back 
seven to 10 degrees from its average setting 
for eight hours a day. A smart thermostat 
allows for this kind of regulation without 
input, earning considerable energy savings 
for a rental.

While it’s often unrealistic for landlords 
to purchase smart lighting systems for 
every unit in an apartment complex, they 
can invest in smaller — though no less 
substantial — changes, like smart security. 
A wireless camera system allows landlords 
a more extensive view of their property, and 
they impress upon tenants a sense of safety 
and security.

Tech-savvy landlords who integrate 
smart-home devices into their properties 
also enjoy a higher profi t. A survey from 
Wakefi eld Research found that 86 percent 
of millennials are willing to pay more for 
a rental property if it features smart-home 
technology. Both landlords and tenants see 
the value in these products.

2. shift to new Life staGes

Millennials are growing older, and as 
they settle down and have children, fi nding 
properties with family-friendly features 
becomes a higher priority for them. While 
more urban rental markets will largely 
miss this trend, smaller communities may 
see more tenants who are starting to raise 
families while paying rent.

Sure, home ownership becomes much 
more popular at this stage in life. But 
research shows that millennials are entering 
this stage later than generations in the past, 
and their fi rst children are those most likely 
to live in rented housing. Buying a house 
takes a lot of capital, and renting still makes 
a lot of sense for some young families.

Landlords who are located in more 
suburban areas can benefi t from 
understanding a young renting family’s 
needs. These landlords can market elements 
of the surrounding area – schools and 
parks, for example. A space for children 
to play and explore catches the attention of 
new families, and they’ll gravitate toward 
properties where these features are within 
walking distance. Accessibility is crucial.

More widely, millennials are also 
searching for rentals where their pets 
are welcome. Many of them have a furry 
family member, and they don’t want to 

have to pass over the perfect property just 
because the landlord doesn’t allow cats and 
dogs. Landlords who prohibit pets should 
consider an adjustment in their policies.

In short, landlords need to adjust their 
perception of the average millennial. 
Depending on your location, you can adjust 
your listings and marketing to attract the 
interest of households with small children 
and pets. This can set you apart in a market 
that largely caters to tenants with fewer 
obligations.

3. eco-conscious LifestyLe

Now more than ever, millennials are 
aware of their impact on the planet. In 
the face of fl uctuating temperatures, 
unseasonable weather and more frequent 
natural disasters, many have taken it upon 
themselves to adopt an eco-conscious 
lifestyle. Sustainability and environmental 
conservation are signifi cant considerations.

Millennials want to rent from a landlord 
who shares their values. Between a 
progressive, eco-friendly landlord and one 
who hasn’t made an effort to improve their 
buildings, most young tenants will choose 
the former. This decision not only lessens 
their carbon footprint, but it can save money 
on monthly utilities.

Landlords can appeal to these young 
tenants in a number of different ways, such 
as by installing smart-home technology 
like the energy-effi cient devices mentioned 
above. They can make smaller changes too, 
like fi xing low-fl ow attachments to faucets 
and shower heads, as a comparatively 
inexpensive alternative.

However landlords choose to address this 
trend, it’s essential that they make a point 
to advertise their property’s eco-friendly 
features. Whether it’s something as simple 
as a set of new lightbulbs or as complex and 
costly as solar panels, potential tenants are 
interested to know how their living space 
aligns with their belief system.

LearninG to adapt

Landlords need to at least be aware of 
trends to sustain interest in their properties. 
To attract millennial renters in 2019, they 
have to appeal to their desires for smart-
home technology, their interest in family-
friendly features and their commitment to 
an eco-conscious lifestyle. 

As the priorities of these millennials 
continue to shift, landlords and property 
managers can benefi t from adapting to meet 
their needs.

What To Expect From Millennial Renters In 2019
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By sean MilleR

Smart Apartment Control is a subset 
of the worldwide Internet of Things 
(IoT) movement, in which products are 
constantly being introduced that allow the 
remote control of components in a home or 
apartment.

a focus on smart hVac 
controL

HVAC is an abbreviation for Heating, 
Ventilation, and Air Conditioning. Most 
apartment units have them, and they are the 
most expensive appliances on the property.

The investment in an HVAC system can 
run into the tens of thousands of dollars, 
and the nuances of such a system often are 
misunderstood by the average consumer 
(particularly residents). Therefore, it 
makes sense to add some level of control 
to the HVAC system to prevent misuse and 
abuse, and  to extend the life of this costly 
appliance. 

what is smart hVac controL?
Smart HVAC Control adds the ability 

to monitor and control smart thermostats 
remotely. Adding schedules, defining 
acceptable set-point ranges, enabling 
extreme temperature notifications and 
monitoring humidity are all components of 
the smart HVAC control. 

how does smart hVac 
controL heLp you?

1. By establishing acceptable set-
point ranges to avoid damage.

Some people believe that if you turn an 
air conditioner to 60 degrees, the apartment 
will cool faster. They don’t understand that 
the property cools at the same rate (typically 
1 to 2 degrees per hour) regardless of how 
low the set-point is. So, turning a thermostat 
to 60 degrees just means the HVAC system 
is going to run longer. And if it is left at 
60 degrees, often an air conditioner will 
freeze up, resulting in thousands of dollars 

in repair costs. 
Smart-thermostat control systems 

allow your property manager to define a 
minimum cooling set-point and a maximum 
heating set-point. This can typically be 
done through a web portal and wirelessly 
communicated to the thermostat in your 
apartment.

By defining minimum cooling and 
maximum heating set-points for occupied 
apartments, the resident will be restricted 
as to how high or low they can adjust the 
thermostat.

HVAC Analytics identifies small 
problems before they become big ones. 
Smart thermostats are continually 
communicating securely with the web. 
Data points such as current set-point, 
actual room temperature and HVAC mode 
(heating/cooling) are tracked on a per-
apartment basis in the cloud. 

Algorithms have been developed that 
analyze this data in conjunction with the 
apartment address and outside temperature 
to determine if an HVAC system is operating 
properly. In a situation where the system is 
not running efficiently, a notification is sent 
to the property manager.

This notification allows the property 
manager to schedule maintenance before it 
becomes an emergency, saving significant 
costs.

The above 
graph allows a 
property manager 
to see what 
the thermostat 
settings are 
should a resident 
call and complain 
about the heating 
or cooling system. 
By looking at 
the graph, an 
assessment can 
be made as to 
whether an HVAC 
system needs 

maintenance or is responding appropriately 
given the outside temperature. 

2. By using schedules for vacant 
apartments. 

As the apartment manager, you’re paying 
the energy bill when an apartment goes 
vacant. While well-intentioned, many 
vendors, showing agents and prospective 
residents will adjust a thermostat to a 
comfort setting (cooler in the summer, 
warmer in the winter) while working in or 
viewing your apartment. If they forget to 
return the thermostat to an energy-saving 
mode, you spend money cooling or heating 
an empty unit.

With web-enabled schedules (see graphic 
above) added to your thermostat, you can 
be assured that at the end of the day, your 
thermostat will be reset to the energy-
saving mode. By doing so, you eliminate 
the risk of excessively cooling or heating 
a vacant apartment, and save the wear and 
tear on your HVAC system. 

3. By monitoring and controlling 
humidity. 

High humidity can result in significant 
property damage and loss of comfort. A 
smart thermostat’s humidity-monitoring 
capability can automatically adjust the 
humidity levels in an apartment by running 
the air conditioning when humidity 
thresholds are exceeded.

wiLL my residents benefit (or 
care)?

Residents can use HVAC schedules to 
save money on energy bills. Just as using 
online schedules during vacancy will 

save you money, they will also allow your 
residents to save money on their energy 
bills. ENERGY STAR has confirmed 
savings of 9% to 16% when heating and 
15% to 23% when cooling. These savings, 
along with the convenience of controlling 
the thermostat through a mobile app, will 
provide the incentive for residents to pay a 
monthly fee for this service.

Wakefield Research showed that 86% 
of millennials and 65% of baby boomers 
are willing to pay more for a rental unit 
outfitted with smart apartment devices.

Sean Miller is President of PointCentral. 
PointCentral is the property manage-
ment-focused division of Alarm.com, 
the largest Smart Apartment provider 
in the world. PointCentral’s Property-
Automation system is based around a 
cellular gateway installed in the apart-
ment. This device utilizes a cellular ra-
dio that communicates securely with 
the web, and allows online control of a 
vacant unit.

Smart Home Automation For Multifamily
Sponsored Content

Oregon Bill Aims to Set Rent-Control Limits on Landlords
Rental Housing JouRnal

Landlords earlier this month gave their 
views on the Oregon rent-control and 
evictions bill to a Senate committee, which 
is sending the bill to the full Senate for a 
vote, according to reports.

Senate Bill 608 had a hearing that lasted 
for several hours before the Senate Housing 
Committee. Powerful house and senate 
leaders have lined up behind the bill, which 
looks to pass in this legislative session.

Here is what some landlord groups had to 
say about the bill:

“At best, Senate Bill 608 will have no 
effect,” said Deborah Imse, executive 
director of Multifamily NW in an interview 
with OregonLive.com, “but at worst it will 
make housing less affordable in the long 
run.”

Multifamily NW opposes the bill, as did 
many landlords who testified on their own 
behalf. They argued it would hurt business 
and discourage investment, resulting in 

substandard housing.

“There’s a lot here for landlords to 
dislike,” said Jim Straub, the legislative 
director for the Oregon Rental Housing 
Association, to OregonLive. “But I’d also 
like to recognize it for what it isn’t: an 
industry killer. As written, I do not believe 
it will be catastrophic to our livelihood.”

The Rental Housing Alliance Oregon and 
the Oregon Rental Housing Association are 
both remaining neutral.

The committee room was packed with 
people who felt the bill didn’t go far enough 
— arguing the 7 percent cap was too high 
— as well as others who said it would end 
up causing rents to increase in the long run, 
according to reports from opb.org.

Punishing landlords?

“It is beyond my comprehension how 
smart people think punishing landlords 
is going to increase the number of rental 
units in the state,” wrote Dianne Cassidy, 
a landlord in Gladstone, to the committee.

“Instead, the state is seriously 
considering putting a cap on our businesses’ 
income, which is a disincentive to be in the 
rental market altogether,” Cassidy wrote, 
according to opb.org.

A bill dealing with many of these same 
issues failed in the Oregon legislature last 
year.

“Oregonians cannot afford to wait 
another year … They are losing their 
housing now,” testified House Speaker 
Tina Kotek, a key lawmaker behind Senate 
Bill 608, to members of the newly-created 
Senate Committee on Housing, according 
to opb.org.

What Oregon Senate Bill 608 Does

• Prohibits a landlord from 
terminating month-to-month tenancy 
without cause after 12 months of occupancy. 
Provides exception for certain tenancies 
on a building or lot used by a landlord as 
residence.

• Allows a landlord to terminate 

tenancy with 90 days’ written notice and 
payment of one month’s rent under certain 
conditions. Exempts landlord managing 
four or fewer units from payment of one 
month’s rent.

• Provides that fixed-term tenancy 
becomes month-to-month tenancy upon 
ending date if not renewed or terminated.

• Allows landlord to not renew 
fixed-term tenancy if tenant receives three 
lease-violation warnings within 12 months 
during term and landlord gives 90 days’ 
notice.

• Limits rent increases for 
residential tenancies to one per year.

• Limits maximum annual rent 
increase to 7 percent above annual change 
in consumer price index.

• Requires Oregon Department 
of Administrative Services to publish 
maximum annual rent increase percentage.

• Declares emergency, effective on 
passage.
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Massachusetts Joins in Fight Against Airbnb
Rental Housing JouRnal

Massachusetts may be the first state to trying to curb and 
regulate short-term home rentals with a law set to go into 
effect this summer that is the toughest one in the country 
so far.

The law, set to take effect in July, requires short-term 
rentals to register with the state, carry a minimum of $1 
million in insurance, and pay a 5 percent tax to the state. 

The law also allows local municipalities to assess an 
additional 6 percent tax and creates a state-run affordable 
housing fund, which will funnel money from another 3 
percent tax on property owners with two or more short-term 
rentals in the same municipality, according to Governing.
com.

The legislation also creates a first-of-its-kind statewide 
registry for short-term rentals.

massachusetts scrambLinG to fiGure out 
new Law

The state’s decision last month to enact a law with 
some of the nation’s toughest rules on short-term rentals 
has thousands of people scrambling to figure out how to 
comply.

From Cape Cod to Boston to the Berkshires, individual 
hosts and corporate owners are sorting through the 
state regulations, which establish taxes and registration 
requirements for units that aren’t covered by traditional 
one-year leases. In Boston, separate rules that sharply 
restrict who can rent homes for the short term add another 
layer of complexity, according to the Boston Globe.

Together, the regulations could transform — and, some 
say, inhibit — an industry that has grown rapidly in recent 
years, thanks to online platforms such as Airbnb and 
HomeAway.

airbnb had a record year in massachusetts

Airbnb says the Massachusetts law is flawed, and has 
not ruled out challenging it in court. At the same time, the 
company said there were 1.2 million people who stayed 
in Airbnb rentals in Massachusetts in 2018, and hosts in 
the state earned more than $256 million, according to a 
WBUR.org report citing Airbnb.

There are now more than 15,700 Airbnb hosts in the state 
who typically earn at least $7,800 annually, according to 
the company. Andrew Kalloch, the head of public policy for 
Airbnb in Massachusetts, said the “record numbers” show 
that Airbnb is an “economic engine” in Massachusetts.

“We see millions of guests across the country and around 
the world who want to come to Massachusetts and spend 
time in different parts of the state coming to Airbnb as a 
first option and seeing the value that home-sharing can 
provide to them,” Kalloch said in a phone interview with 
WBUR.org.

The law defines short-term rentals as “occupied 
property” where at least one “room or unit is rented out by 
an operator through the use of advance reservations.” That 
includes apartments, houses, cottages, and condominiums.

The definition does not include hotels, motels, and other 
lodging establishments providing accommodations to 
guests; nor does it include time-shares or month-to-month 
leases.

“A short-term rental is a rental that is not for more than 
31 consecutive calendar days,” says the Department of 
Revenue.

The law applies whether property owners rent out the 
property themselves or use an intermediary, like a broker 
or hosting platform (i.e. Airbnb, Homeaway, or any other 
online apps or websites).

However, the new tax does not apply to people who 
rent out their homes infrequently. After negotiations 
between the Baker administration and state legislators, a 
compromise bill was reached to exempt people who rent 
out their homes for 14 days or less in a calendar year.

new orLeans aLso tiGhteninG reGuLations

In mid-January, the New Orleans City Council 
unanimously approved a package that permanently extends 
the nine-month ban on short-term rentals in the French 
Quarter and Garden District, according to governing.com.  
In an effort to preserve retail space, the new rules also 
prevent Airbnb operators in commercial zones from renting 
first-floor units. And in residentially zoned neighborhoods, 
people can only rent out rooms in homes that they occupy.

Airbnb, which did not respond to an emailed request 
for comment, has said that it plans to sue New Orleans, 
according to governing.com.
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sixth consecutive month above 3%.
 “Such performance gives no indication 

that multifamily rent growth is on its last 
legs in the cycle,” the report says.

oLder renters stayinG put, 
rentaL househoLds GrowinG in 
aGes 20-34

Panelists at the NMHC conference were 
bullish on multifamily. 

Speakers by and large expect demand to 
remain strong along the age spectrum. The 
20-34 age category, which has the highest 
percentage of renter households, will 
continue to grow for several more years, 
the report says.

“Some speakers noted that household 
renters above that age group are increasingly 
remaining in rental housing (both single-
family homes and multifamily) rather than 
purchasing homes. One noted that the 
demographic of some luxury apartment 
buildings encompasses an average age 
above 40 and average income above 
$200,000. Retirees are also downsizing 
from suburban homes and divorcing at 
a faster rate, which creates apartment 
demand,” the Yardi Matrix report says.

Forecast rent growth, occupancy and 
yield expectations

Here are some highlights of this portion 
of the report: 

• One topic of conversation at the 
NMHC conference was the lower yield 
expectations among investors. Appreciation 
gains are likely to be modest in coming 
years. 

•  Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac are 
expected to operate as normal in 2019, but 
new regulatory leadership could change the 
way they operate starting in 2020. 

•  The ability to develop affordable 
housing con¬tinues to be a sore spot. NMHC 
panelists talked about frustration with 
inconsistent enforcement of regulations and 
the high costs of building.

Yardi Matrix offers the industry’s most 
comprehensive market intelligence tool 
for investment professionals, equity in-
vestors, lenders and property manag-
ers who underwrite and manage invest-
ments in commercial real estate. Yardi 
Matrix covers multifamily, industrial, 
offi ce and self- storage property types. 
Email matrix@yardi.com, call 480-663-
1149 or visit yardimatrix.com to learn 
more.

Continued from Page 1

Multifamily Outlook Bright
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Rental Housing JouRnal 
Renting a typical studio apartment costs more each 

month than renting a typical one-bedroom home or 
apartment, according to a new HotPads analysis in a 
release.

Across the United States, the median rent for a 
studio apartment is $1,385 per month. The median 
rent for a one-bedroom rental is $1,260 per month – 
about $125 per month less.
• Los Angeles has the biggest price difference 

between studio and one-bedroom rentals – the 
median rent for a studio in Los Angeles is $3,800 
per month, $1,650 more than the median rent for 
a one-bedroom unit.

• In San Francisco, the median rent for a studio 
apartment is about $1,400 higher than for a one-
bedroom.

why this price difference?
“Many renters looking to strike out on their own 

assume they’ll get a rent discount if they sacrifice the 
privacy of a bedroom,” said Joshua Clark, economist 
at HotPads, in a press release.

 “But when it comes down to it, location can be 
more important than floor plan or size when it comes 
to saving on rent. Renters determined to live in the 
heart of the city might still save by leasing a studio, 
but those looking for the best deal are likely better off 
searching for a slightly larger place farther from the 
middle of town,” Clark says.

One-bedrooms are typically 730 square feet, while 
studios are typically smaller, at 500 square feet. 
But the reason is location – in the metros analyzed, 
studios were typically a third of a mile closer to 
major job centers than one-bedroom rentals, and 
dense and desirable urban areas where studios are 
concentrated can yield higher rents. 

one-bedroom units common
One-bedroom units are more common overall, and 

locations range more broadly throughout a metro area 
and farther from a metro area’s core, where rents tend 
to be more affordable.

In Detroit, Atlanta, New Orleans and San Jose, a 
one-bedroom rental is typically more expensive than 
a studio apartment. Atlanta and Detroit renters can 

expect to spend $100 more on a one-bedroom each 
month than they would on a studio, while renters in 
San Jose and New Orleans pay $70 to $75 more each 
month for a one-bedroom.
HotPads is a Zillow Group-owned apartment and 
home-search platform for renters in urban areas 
across the United States. For more information 
on the U.S. rental market, visit HotPads.com.

Renters Typically Spend More for a Studio 
Apartment Than for a One-Bedroom Rental
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Renters Typically Spend More for a Studio 
Apartment Than for a One-Bedroom Rental

Rental Housing JouRnal

Saying it unfairly penalizes animal and 
pet owners, legislators in Oregon have 
introduced a bill to ban landlords from 
charging pet rent.

Three Oregon legislators—Reps. 
Rob Nosse (D-Portland), Karin Power 
(D-Milwaukie), and Tawna Sanchez 
(D-Portland)—have filed a bill that 
proposes to outlaw pet rent, according to 
The Oregonian’s Gordon Friedman, who 
first spotted the bill.

“I understand the importance of deposits 
to account for possible tenant pet damage,” 
Power told Willamette Week, “but pet 
rent unfairly increases a tenant’s cost to 
rent without any causal relationship to the 
impact that their pet may or may not have 
on the premises. 

“Pet rent simply penalizes pet ownership 
by charging a premium to those tenants, 
and can be exorbitant—more than a few 
hundred dollars a year.”

House Bill 2683 would prohibit landlords 
that allow pets from charging tenants 
additional rent or fees based on possession 
of pets.

The bill states a landlord may not increase 
the rent or charge to a tenant a one-time, 
monthly or other periodic amount based on 
the tenant’s possession of a pet. 

 If the bill passes it would “only apply 
to rental agreements that are entered 
into, renewed or modified on or after the 
effective date.”

The bill defines rent as “any payment to 
be made to the landlord under the rental 
agreement, periodic or otherwise, in 
exchange for the right of a tenant [and any 
permitted pet] to occupy a dwelling unit 
to the exclusion of others and to use the 
premises.” “Rent” does not include security 
deposits, fees or utility or service charges.

The bill also defines a security deposit  as 
a “refundable payment or deposit of money, 
however designated, the primary function 
of which is to secure the performance of 
a rental agreement or any part of a rental 
agreement.” “Security deposit” does not 
include a fee.

Bill Seeks to Ban 
Landlords from 
Charging Pet Rent
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By ellen claRK

Teams function better and employees are healthier and 
more engaged in a civil and respectful environment.

 Civility is a collection of positive behaviors that include 
treating people with respect, courtesy, consideration, and 
kindness. These behaviors produce feelings of respect, 
dignity, and trust. Teams function better and employees 
are healthier and more engaged in such environments. On 
the other hand, when civility is lacking in a workplace, 
performance, morale, and creativity suffer.

As a leader, how can you help foster a culture of civility 
and respect in your workplace? Here are some tips:

• Be an active listener. Focus on the person 
speaking to you, and listen without interrupting. Use 
brief, positive responses to keep conversations going and 
to show you are listening. Ask clarifying questions and 
summarize responses back to check your understanding. 
Be aware of your body language and your tone throughout 
conversations.

• Create an inclusive environment. An inclusive 
work environment is one in which all employees can make 
use of their particular skills, talents, and experiences, and 
where ideas and contributions are valued and sought after 
by management and other team members. Ultimately, the 
goal of embracing diversity is creating a team where people 
from all backgrounds are encouraged to share their unique 
talents.

Training employees on the importance of civility, and 
providing training opportunities, creates a respectful 
workplace.

• Acknowledge people.  Don’t assume people 
know you appreciate them or respect their contributions. 
Instead, make a plan to acknowledge people. From small 
gestures like a “hello” in the hallway or a thank-you 
note, to things like recognition in a meeting or an annual 
award, acknowledgment is important. However, make sure 
acknowledgments are sincere; if employees feel they are 
not genuine, they can be counterproductive.

• Remember that actions can speak louder 
than words. Delegating important tasks, being open 
to contributions and feedback, and letting employees 

pursue creative ideas can show them that you trust and 
respect them. It is also important to actively support your 
employees—they need to know you have their backs.

• Set a good example. As a leader, you can spread 
civility. You’d be surprised how much your example can 
infl uence others. In addition to focusing on positive 
behaviors, make sure to avoid the tendency to engage in 
gossip or other forms of negative communication.

• Provide civility training. Don’t assume people 
naturally know how to be civil and respectful. Even well-
intentioned people may not have the skills or role models of 
civility in their lives. Training employees by being explicit 
about the importance of civility, providing examples of 
civil and uncivil behavior, and giving opportunities to 
practice using real-world scenarios is important.

Creating a civil and respectful workplace takes 
purposeful, ongoing effort, but the rewards will be well 
worth it.

Ellen Clark is the Director of Assessment at Grace 
Hill. Her work has spanned the entire learner lifecy-
cle, from elementary school through professional ed-
ucation. She spent more than 10 years working with 
K12 Inc.’s network of online charter schools – mea-
suring learning, developing learning improvement 
plans using evidence-based strategies, and conduct-
ing learning studies. Later, at Kaplan Inc., she worked 
in the vocational education and job-training divisions, 
improving online, blended and face-to-face training 
programs, and working directly with business lead-
ership and trainers to improve learner outcomes and 
job performance. Ellen lives and works in Maryland, 
where she was born and raised. About Grace Hill: For 
nearly two decades, Grace Hill has been developing 
best-in-class online training courseware and adminis-
tration solely for the Property Management Industry, 
designed to help people, teams and companies im-
prove performance and reduce risk. 

Creating a Civil and Respectful Workplace
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Efficient HVAC Systems For Multifamily Homes
Keepe

The type of heating, ventilation and air-conditioning 
(HVAC) system that you install in your multifamily 
property is an important decision that will have long-term 
implications.

There are several options, depending on factors such as 
the size of the property and your energy-efficiency needs. 
Also do your tenants respond better to a centralized system? 
Or a decentralized system that gives them individual-unit 
control?

Consider the following centralized and decentralized 
HVAC systems that offer both heating and cooling as you 
update or begin your HVAC development.

centraLized Vs. decentraLized hVac units

Both centralized and decentralized HVAC systems 
provide key elements that aid multifamily property 
management. HVAC systems are often easy to maintain, 
give tenants in-unit control that maximizes comfort, and 
allow for flexibility when handling peak demand.

centraLized hVac systems

 Centralized HVAC systems are supported from a 
central location such as a mechanical room in the 
basement of the building. Centralized systems tend 
to run more efficiently than decentralized HVAC 
systems. 

On the other hand, installation costs run higher, which 
make this ideal for a larger property that would be 
considered mid-rise or high-rise.

Most common types of centralized HVAC systems:

1. Four-pipe systems: This system includes four 
insulated pipes, two supply and two return lines. One is 
set to chilled water while the other is dedicated to hot. The 
pipes run to air handlers, which use the needed water to 
change the air temperature. The air handlers can be kept 
in mechanical rooms or in spaces above the ceiling. These 
systems are expensive to install, but run efficiently.

2. Geothermal systems: Geothermal systems are 
one of the most efficient types of HVAC systems. This 
rental heating-and-cooling system transfers heat from the 
ground. The system relies on heat transfers between the air 
and the ground to provide heating and cooling to units.

 Geothermal heat pumps are considered a form of high-
efficiency heat pump. Although the upfront costs are high, 
geothermal HVAC systems can cut utility bills by 30 to 70 
percent.

decentraLized hVac systems

 Decentralized HVAC systems are compartmentalized, 
meaning that each unit in the building receives separate 
heating and cooling. Decentralized systems are more cost-
effective to install, but most lack maximum efficiency.

Most common types of decentralized HVAC systems:

1. Packaged thermal air conditioner: This HVAC 
option is a self-contained heating-and-air-conditioning 
system. PTCAs are designed to go through a wall, having 
vents and heat sinks both inside and outside the building, 
requiring comprehensive installation. This forced-air 
system unit tends to have a shorter life cycle, and is not 

very efficient when compared to alternatives.

2. Self-contained systems: These systems are 
forced-air systems that deliver heating and cooling to 
individual units. These packaged systems are installed 
in each unit, allowing easy access in cases where HVAC 
services are required. In addition to being energy-efficient, 
these systems are easier and less expensive to install and 
convenient for properties with a smaller unit capacity.

In addition to a high-effect HVAC system, other factors 
in your property —  such as sealing heating and cooling 
ductwork —  can instantly optimize a system.

Smart control sensors are also a great high-tech tool to 
monitor HVAC performance and maintenance needs that 
could help you optimize your HVAC performance.

Keepe is an on-demand maintenance solution for 
property managers and independent landlords. The 
company makes a network of hundreds of indepen-
dent contractors and handymen available for main-
tenance projects at rental properties. Keepe is avail-
able in the Greater Seattle area, Greater Phoenix 
area, San Francisco Bay area, Portland, San Diego 
and is coming soon to an area near you. Learn more 
about Keepe at https://www.keepe.com

5 Rental Features that Appeal to Young Professionals
Keepe

Demand from millennials and young 
professionals with higher incomes are 
major drivers of the current rental market. 
Rental properties can easily be redeveloped 
or rebranded to include target-market needs 
and amenities.

If your property wants to target young 
professionals, here are 5 rental features that 
are emerging trends.

1. easy access to center-city 
jobs

Easy travel to the main city center is 
a key factor for young professional 
renters. Short commutes to town centers 
and multiple transportation options can 

boost interest in your rental. 

2. competitiVe rentaL prices

Young professionals are not very 
price-sensitive, but in a competitive 
market, it’s important to be sensitive 
to your competitors’ rates and take 
into account what other amenities they 
are offering that could capitalize on 
this renter market.

3. trendy area

City centers and areas with an abundance 
of new restaurants, bars and nightlife 
make for the best areas for millennials 
and young professionals. If your property 
is in an urban area, be sure to spotlight 
these areas in your marketing efforts. 

4. sociaL amenities

A fitness center, clubhouse or common 
spaces for socializing are very attractive 
to this demographic. Young professionals 
are out and about working and 
networking most of the day, so smaller 
apartments will fit their needs perfectly 
well. On the other hand, social amenities 
- areas in the property that can allow 
for entertaining and shared activity - 
become more valuable and necessary. As 
for fitness centers, offering free classes 
that encourage group participation and 
socializing trends to draw in more young 
professionals. 

5. business center

Similarly, renters are demanding a 
co-living environment where they can 
entertain but also work. A common 
space for co-working and remote office 
work is an important element that this 
demographic desires.

Keepe is an on-demand maintenance 
solution that makes hundreds of in-
dependent contractors available for 
projects at rental properties and is 
available in the Greater Seattle area, 
Greater Phoenix area, San Francisco 
Bay area, Portland, San Diego and is 
coming soon to an area near you.
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How the Wealthiest Real Estate Agents 
Structure Their Investment Businesses
By MicHael BowMan, esq.

Real estate agents who are also 
real estate investors (we will call 
them “agent-investors” in this 
article) must carefully segregate 
their activities to maximize 
the tax benefits and liability 
protection available to them 
under the law. The three primary 
activities agent-investors engage 
in are: selling (as a real estate 
agent), investing (buying, selling 
and renting their investments) 
and managing (operating their 
investment properties). This 
article will discuss how agent-
investors may use different 
business entities to segregate their 
activities in order to maximize 
their tax benefits and liability 
protection under the law.

seLLinG: use an s 
corporation

Not every state allows real estate agents to use 
professional corporations (also called professional service 
corporations) in their real estate agent businesses, but many 
do. If you are a real estate agent in a state that allows you to 
use a professional corporation, then you should do so and 
elect for the entity to be taxed as an S corporation with the 
IRS for two main reasons. 

First, limited liability protection. Using a professional 
corporation in your real estate agent business segregates 
those activities from your other activities. Therefore, if 
your professional corporation gets sued by a vendor (let’s 
say a social media marketing company) and loses, then 
the judgment creditor cannot try to recover by going after 
your home or your rental properties because those assets 
are owned by other “persons” (your home is owned by you 
individually and your real estate investments will be owned 
by your LLCs). 

The second reason to use a professional corporation is so 
you can take advantage of profit distributions. Real estate 
agents are responsible for paying self-employment (Social 
Security and Medicare) taxes. The amount of these taxes 
is normally about 15.3% of your income. However, if you 
operate your business using an S corporation (after filing a 
Form 2553 with the IRS), then instead of classifying all of 
your income as salary subject to the 15.3% self-employment 
tax, you may classify a portion of your income as profit 
distributions instead and avoid the 15.3% self-employment 
tax on those amounts. 

inVestinG: use a Limited LiabiLity company

A limited liability company (“LLC”) is an excellent 
real estate investment tool. You probably have a basic 
understanding as to why, but many investors don’t have a 
good grasp on the difference between inside and outside 
protection, so let’s go over it together. 

Limited LiabiLity: inside and outside 
protection

Your LLC is an entity separate from you under the law, 
even if you are the sole member. Therefore, when you use 
an LLC to own your real estate investments you will have 
limited liability protection, meaning that you will not be 
held personally responsible for the LLC’s obligations and 
liabilities. 

Basically this means if a tenant is injured on your property 
and wins a large judgment, that judgment will be against 
your LLC and not against you individually. Therefore, your 
LLC’s judgment creditor, will not be able to take your real 
estate agent business or your personal residence to satisfy 
their judgment. They will also not be able to recover against 
other properties you own through other LLCs. 

This type of limited liability protection is known as 
inside protection because it refers to liabilities that arise 
from inside the LLC (from the property investment owned 
by the LLC). This is what most advisors and investors 
are referring to when they talk about limited liability 
protection. 

There is second kind of limited liability protection called 
outside protection, which most people are not familiar with. 
Outside protection pertains to liabilities that arise from 
outside the LLC (not related to the LLC or the investment 
property owned by the LLC). Instead, the liability arises 
directly from you. 

A good example would be if you were involved in a car 
accident and the other driver won a large judgment against 
you for personal injuries. In most states, the courts will 
allow the judgment creditor to recover from all of your 
personal assets to satisfy their judgment, including by 
taking your ownership interest in your LLCs. That is not 
the case for a Nevada or Wyoming LLC though. 

Nevada and Wyoming laws will only allow your personal 
judgment creditor to obtain distributions paid to you from 
your LLCs via a charging order, but they do not allow your 
judgment creditor to take your ownership interest in your 
LLCs. Therefore, Plaintiff’s lawyers are more likely to 
settle more quickly when they learn that your real estate is 
owned by a Nevada or Wyoming LLC. 

There are certain strategies that you must implement 
as to where to form and register your investment LLCs 
(you shouldn’t form them in Nevada or Wyoming and 
then simply register them in your home state) and whether 
your LLCs are manager-managed or member-managed to 
maximize your privacy and limited liability protections 
under the law. We talk about those strategies in more detail 
in our other articles and videos. Please allow us to help you 
with this. 

maintain company formaLities

If you use an LLC, then you must treat it as a separate 
entity (this same rule applies to your professional 
corporation and your management corporation as well). 
Plaintiffs may look to “pierce the corporate veil” and ignore 
your LLC in order to recover from your personal assets, i.e., 
defeat inside protection. 

Here are three quick tips to avoid a court piercing your 
LLC’s corporate veil:

1. Sign all of your LLC’s contracts as your LLC, not 
as you. 

2. Open a separate bank account for your LLC. Don’t 
commingle your personal funds with the LLC’s 
funds. 

3. Hold regular meetings and document them with 
minutes and resolutions. All documentation should 
be filed and kept with the company’s other records.  

a separate LLc for each property?
Some landlords own multiple properties and wonder 

whether they should form a separate LLC for each one. 
How many LLCs you use is really a matter of your own 
unique tolerance for risk. Of course, each time you form 
an LLC you will increase the administrative costs involved 
(formation and renewal fees, bank accounts, books and 
records, etc.). In general, we advise clients to keep high-
performing assets with good cash flow separate from 
lower-performing assets with not as good cash flow. 

Though we will not discuss it in detail here, it is worth 
mentioning that some states allow for the creation of Series 
LLCs. A Series LLC is a relatively new type of entity that 
allows an owner to create an unlimited number or series of 
LLCs within the main LLC. Each series LLC within the 
original LLC operates as a separate entity with its own 
name, bank account, EIN, books and records, etc. The 
Series LLC may be a good option for investors who own 
multiple investment properties but want to avoid forming a 
separate LLC for each property they own. 

manaGinG: use a 
manaGement corporation

If you hire a manager to manage 
your investment property, the 
money you pay them will be a 
deductible expense to your LLC, 
but you will lose control over 
those funds once they are paid. 
If you are able to manage your 
own investment properties, then 
you should use a management 
corporation to maximize your 
control over the money you 
spend on property management 
services. Here are the basics. 

create a c corporation

Form a C corporation which is 
owned by you as the shareholder, 
to act as the manager of the real 
estate investments owned by 
your LLCs. A C corporation is 
different from an S corporation in 
the way it is taxed, which you may 

be familiar with. 

aVoid payinG yourseLf diVidends from the c 
corporation

Most investors and their advisors assume that small 
business owners should always use an S corporation 
rather than a C corporation to avoid the double taxation 
that occurs when a small business owner pays himself a 
distribution or dividend out of his C corporation. If you 
pay yourself dividends out of your C corporation, then that 
common assumption might be true, but Anderson Advisors 
does not advise its clients to pay dividends to themselves 
out of their C corporations. Instead, we help our clients plan 
on how they may spend all of the C corporation’s money so 
that none of it is paid out to shareholders as dividends. This 
will allow you to retain control over the money that you 
pay to your management corporation and still receive the 
advantage of being able to expense the management fees 
to your LLCs. 

substance and documentation

To avoid IRS trouble with your management corporation, 
your goal will be to create a bona fide management entity 
that is not a sham company created solely to bypass the tax 
laws. Here is how you do it.

The management fees must be reasonable. The 
management fees must be comparable to the management 
fees your LLCs would have otherwise paid to a bona 
fide third-party property manager in an arm’s length 
transaction. In other words, your LLCs should be paying 
your management corporation market rates. 

You must have a bona fide business purpose. Bona fide 
business purposes for using a management corporation 
include: limited liability protection; centralizing and 
simplifying the collection of rents from multiple landlord 
LLCs; minimizing accounting and bookkeeping costs; 
providing a true service that would otherwise be provided 
by third parties (your management corporation will do 
actual work, collecting the rents from your investment 
properties and performing other duties just like a third 
party unrelated property management company would 
do for your LLCs). Your management corporation must 
perform actual services. 

You do not want it to appear that tax reduction was 
your primary motivation in creating the management 
corporation structure. Your LLCs should enter into written 
contracts with your management corporation just like you 
would with any third-party property manager. You must 
document the work your management corporation does for 
your LLCs by keeping detailed logs (e.g., date, description 
of work, time spent, etc.). As we discussed above with 
regard to your LLCs, your management corporation must 
also carefully maintain its entity formalities by keeping 
accurate accounting and business records, holding 
meetings and keeping minutes, maintaining separate bank 
accounts, etc. 

The legal, business, and tax professionals at 
Anderson Advisors would be happy to discuss your 
current circumstances and investment goals with you 
to help you decide how to best organize your busi-
ness. Contact us today for a consultation at 800-706-
4741 or visit us at www.andersonadvisors.com. 
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By ellen claRK

Shortcuts can be based on social norms 
and stereotypes, which can lead us to form 
quick opinions that may not be accurate.

Subconscious bias is a phenomenon that 
affects almost everyone’s decision-making 
processes and is something we all have to 
some degree, although we may not be aware 
of it.

how does subconscious bias 
work?

Our past experiences affect the decisions we 
make, and we tend to create “mental shortcuts” 
to help us process new information. 

Unfortunately, these shortcuts can be 
based on social norms and stereotypes, 
which can lead us to form a quick opinion 
about a situation or a person without having 
enough information to form that opinion. 

Subconscious biases can lead us to 
make incorrect assumptions based 
on fl awed logic, stereotypes, and poor 
interpretations of data. These biases can be 
damaging in day-to-day interactions with 
others.

Fighting these biases requires fi rst 
acknowledging that they exist and then 
employing purposeful strategies to 
overcome them. Here are some tips.

3 steps to aVoid subconscious 
bias

1. Perspective-taking: Putting yourself in 
another person’s shoes and focusing on 
how his or her experience in a situation 
may be different from your own may 
help you recognize biases you didn’t 

even know you had. When you can, 
before you make a decision, try to 
“walk a mile in the other person’s 
shoes” or imagine the world from their 
vantage point.

2. Creating processes: Because 
unconscious biases happen at lightning 
speed, overcoming them can be helped 
by slowing down our decision-making. 
For example, next time you are about 
to tell a joke or rib someone, ask 
yourself, “How would I feel if someone 
told a joke like that about me, or about 
something important to me, like my 
race, religion, or physical appearance?”

3. Creating an inclusive environment: 
Think about new ways to engage, 
collaborate, and step out from your 
usual group at work. Share ideas or 
challenges with members of other 
teams—you may tap into expertise 
you didn’t realize was there. If you 
can, leave your desk and try working 
in a different area for a few hours. This 
change of perspective may lead you 
to interact with people you otherwise 
wouldn’t.

4. Recognizing assumptions: Think of 
those teen movies where the shy guy 

doesn’t ask the girl out because he 
thinks she’ll say no. When he fi nally 
does, she says yes—and asks what 
took so long? Next time you fi nd 
yourself making an assumption about 
someone, stop yourself. Ask the person 
the question so they can answer for 
themselves. Even if you confi rm your 
assumption, you now have information 
that can help in future interactions.

summary 
Stepping out from your usual group 

at work may provide a new perspective 
and lead you to interact with people you 
otherwise wouldn’t.

The topics of inclusion and diversity can 
seem overwhelming. But the more aware 
we are of our biases, and how important it 
is to look outside of our “group,” the more 
we can consciously challenge our decisions 
and help improve our work environment.

 Remember, you are part of a larger team, 

and you can’t solve the inclusion problem 
all on your own. You do, however, play a 
part in minimizing the impact of biases and 
embracing the benefi ts of a diverse, and 
inclusive workforce.

Ellen Clark is the Director of Assessment 
at Grace Hill.  Her work has spanned the 
entire learner lifecycle, from elementary 
school through professional education. 
She spent more than 10 years working 
with K12 Inc.’s network of online char-
ter schools – measuring learning, de-
veloping learning improvement plans 
using evidence-based strategies, and 
conducting learning studies. Later, at 
Kaplan Inc., she worked in the vocation-
al education and job training divisions, 
improving online, blended and face-to-
face training programs, and working 
directly with business leadership and 
trainers to improve learner outcomes 
and job performance. Ellen lives and 
works in Maryland, where she was born 
and raised.

Slow Down Your Decision-Making 
to Avoid Showing Subconscious Bias

WA Apartments Sell
for $6.4 Million
Rental Housing JouRnal

The Lakeside Apartments, a 45-unit 
segment of a 56-total-unit complex located 
on Beverly Lake in Everett, Washington, 
has been purchased by a Westland 
Apartment Investors-led group.

The purchase cost is $6.4 million, with 
an additional $650,000 being committed 
by the investors for upgrades to the 
property.  

“The Lakeside purchase is strongly 
aligned with our business model,” Erik 
Mattson, Westland Partner, said in a 
release.

“The complex is conveniently located 
near a rapidly expanding medical, 
technology and aerospace employment 
base.”

The property was originally built as 
56 apartment units but was converted to 
condominiums in 2006, with 45 of the 
units being converted back to apartments 
in 2008. 

Exterior and landscaping upgrades are 
planned to improve the property’s appeal 
to apartment residents and condo owners 
alike.

With more projects such as this on the 
horizon, Westland is looking to establish 
relationships with additional accredited 
investor clients. Interested investors should 
contact Erik Mattson at erik.mattson@
westlandinvestors.com or by calling (503) 
297-2575.

About Westland: Founded in 1974, the 
company has participated in the suc-
cessful acquisition and management 
of more than $300 Million in multifamily 
real estate investments ranging in size 
from 25- to 120-apartment complex-
es in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and 
Arizona. The company’s strategy is to 
produce greater than average returns 
by purchasing and managing apart-
ments that need upgrading in commu-
nities with strong rental markets.
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Seattle Rents
Increase Over
Past Month
Continued from Page 1

• While Seattle’s rents rose slightly 
over the past year, many cities nationwide 
also saw increases, including Phoenix 
(+3.6%), Austin (+3.3%), and San Francisco 
(+2.7%).

• Renters will generally find more 
expensive prices in Seattle than in most 
other large cities. For example, Spokane has 
a median 2BR rent of $880, where Seattle is 
more than one-and-a-half times that price.
Methodology: Data from private listing 
sites, including our own, tends to skew 
towards luxury apartments, introduc-
ing sample bias. In order to address 
these limitations and provide the most 
accurate rent estimates available, we 
now start with reliable median rent sta-
tistics from the Census Bureau, then 
extrapolate forward based on our own 
rental listing data, using a same-unit 
analysis similar to Case-Shiller’s ap-
proach, which compares only units that 
are available across both time periods 
to provide an accurate picture of rent 
growth in cities across the country.

By HanK Rossi

I recently had an owner come to me for 
help leasing his condo.

He said he could manage the tenant 
thereafter.

He seemed new to me to property 
management so I asked him if he knew how 
to handle his recently departed tenant’s 
hefty security deposit. 

He said he wasn’t sure so I passed on a 
copy of the Florida Statutes regarding this 
situation, an accounting sheet to make it 
easy, and an FAQ.

Then I told him that the issue was time-
sensitive and that if this was not dealt with 
properly, the tenant may be entitled to a full 
refund of deposit.

A week went by and I asked the owner 
if the deposit had been dealt with. He said 
he was waiting on more receipts from work. 

I again stressed that he only had so much 
time to deal with the situation. 

Well, you can guess what happened. 
Due to holidays, and other excuses, the 

owner didn’t have all work completed with 
receipts until after the 30-day time limit 
had expired. In Florida, if you are going 
to make a claim against a tenant security 
deposit, you must do so within 30 days of 
the date the tenant vacated-no exceptions.

The owner received a letter from tenant’s 
attorney demanding a full refund of the 
deposit due to non-compliance with the law. 

So the owner was forced to make a full 
refund. Instead of having the tenant funds 
to take care of tenant damage, the owner 
had to pay for all repairs himself. 

Be smart and do the right thing and 
follow your state’s laws. If you don’t know 
for sure what the laws are in your area find 
out today!

* * *
Dear Landlord Hank: If a rental 

property has been burglarized, is it the 
landlord’s place to put up security cameras? 
- Joyce 

Dear Landlady Joyce: It is the landlord’s 
responsibility to have reasonable security at 
your property.

Usually that means locking doors and 
windows. You do not have to put up security 

cameras or use a home security system, as 
that would be something the tenant could 
pay for if they want it.

I would have the damaged door or 
window, where burglars gained entry, 
repaired today, so your tenant feels safe.

Does your tenant have renters insurance 
to pay for stolen items?  

It should be mentioned in your lease that 
you strongly urge tenants to have renters 
insurance. 

At my apartment buildings I have the 
exterior well-lighted at night so tenants feel 
safe walking from their vehicles to their 
doors. Walkways and hallways are well-
lighted as well.

If your place is a single-family home or 
duplex, you may want to make sure you 
have exterior lighting.

You could have a couple of flood lights on 
the corners of the property and on a motion 
detector. 

But if tenants don’t keep the switch to 
that light on it won’t work, and that would 
be tenant responsibility. 

Don’t be surprised if your tenant wants to 
move. Let them bring it up though.

They don’t have the right to break the 
lease, unless you were somehow negligent, 
but you may want to consider letting them 

out of the lease. 
Do you have a neighborhood watch? It is 

a great idea. And, the Neighborhood Watch 
sign alone is a deterrent. 

* * *
Dear Landlord Hank: What did you 

learn as a landlord and property manager 
in 2018? Any changes you plan for 2019? 
- John

Dear Landlord John: I didn’t really 
learn anything new this past year.

Sometimes I think I’ve seen it all, and 
then I have a surprise to deal with.

For example, I’d never had to deal with 
bed bugs for 19 years of landlording and 
then three cases in one year.

In answer to your question, I would 
say that my motto has been: Trust, where 
earned, and verify.

Case in point: I take my job as a property 
manager very seriously and thought most 
other property managers did the same (I’m 
sure most do).

I’ve had property owners contact me 
before who were dissatisfied with their 
current property managers for one reason or 
another. I’ve spoken to two owners recently 
that were really unhappy with their current 
property manager.

In one case, the owner was complaining 

that her property was taking forever to rent 
(it’s a nice, well-kept property in a good 
location at a fair rent). Then I found out 
she was paying low property management 
fees and in return getting poor service and 
representation of her property.

Her management company was not 
marketing her property on MLS or any 
other website, only its own website.

Also, the managers could not be reached 
after 5 p.m. or on weekends. I wish 
emergencies kept banker’s hours, too! (That 
way I wouldn’t have to be available 24/7.)

The second owner had a more serious 
complaint.

Her property management company was 
padding every maintenance bill to her to 
make their normal property management 
fees appear to be low.

For example, one of her properties needed 
a new septic system and her property 
management company sent her an estimate 
of $16,000 for the job.

She thought that was a little high and 
found a company that would do the work for 
$6,000. That, to me, is outrageous.

As a property manager, I handle all the 
properties I take care of as if they were 
owned by me.

To take care of maintenance, I hire 
quality people who are reasonable, reliable 
and trustworthy.

I have a copy of these companies’ 
business licenses and insurance and I check 
their work.Then I send the owner a copy of 
the invoice provided by the company doing 
the work. I also believe in the Golden Rule: 
Do unto others as you  would have them do 
unto you!

“Landlord Hank” Rossi started in real 
estate as a child watching his father 
take care of their family rentals in small-
town Ohio. As he grew, Hank was occa-
sionally his dad’s assistant. In the mid-
’90s he decided to get into the rental 
business on his own, as a sideline. In 
2001, Hank retired from his profession 
and only managed his own invest-
ments. A few years ago he and his sis-
ter started their own real estate broker-
age, focusing on property management 
and leasing.

Dear Landlord Hank: A Tale of Woe 
Regarding Handling a Security Deposit
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253-565-2488
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JOIN THE OLDEST & LARGEST
Landlord Association in Washington!

www.walandlord.org

3301 Rucker Ave. Suite A, Everett, WA 98201
P: 425-353-6929 | everett@walandlord.com

1428 4th Ave E, Olympia, WA 98506
P: 360-350-0753 | olympiaoffice@walandlord.com

645 4th St. #204, Bremerton, WA 98337
P: 360-479-1683 | bremerton@walandlord.com

What WLA Offers:

• A Limited Free Attorney Helpline

• Vetted Landlord Forms - Bilingual

• Monthly Educational Meetings

• Quarterly Newsletter

• Strong Lobby Presence

• Tenant Screening 
  - See Locations Below

W
ASHINGTON

LANDLORD
ASSOCIATION

Any new member
signing up using

the Promo Code: 

Evergreen

will get a free 
screening report
- A $40 Value!

WLA Office Locations: Everett, Olympia & Bremerton

Lowest 
Membership 

Fees at 
$45/year!

By lucas BeRgMan

While environmental concerns and 
sustainability issues have become a major 
trend among multifamily investors and 
homeowners, it seems that they are not 
the only ones taking advantage of “going 
green.”

Most landlords, even if you don’t want 
to spend much on your rental property, can 
take steps to improve your building’s energy 
efficiency. Savings made this way can then 
be used for expanding or improving your 
rental units.

Here’s a short list of considerations.

expLoit the expansion potentiaL

Although every Realtor will tell you that 
the location is key to a successful rental 
purchase, the truth is that great locations 
are expensive. So instead, you should 
look for properties in undiscovered, or up-
and-coming locations that will be in high 
demand in five to ten years. However, more 
importantly than buying a location, you 
should always look out for rentals with 
great expansion potential.

cost of purchase Vs. buiLd

Let’s take for example the Golden Gate 
Heights neighbourhood in San Francisco. 
Most homes in the neighborhood sell for 
between $650 and $850 per square foot, 
which is relatively inexpensive compared 
to the rest of the city. The building cost 
per square foot, ranges from $150 for 
simple rooms with electricity, to $350 for 

bathrooms and kitchens, but according to 
the National Association of Homebuilders, 
the national cost per square foot is only 
$80. If you challenge a contractor to get a 
quote that low, you might be surprised by 
the results.

buiLdinG aLways wins

Once you get hold of a solid contractor 
who is reasonably priced, don’t let them 
go. Even if you’ve set your eyes on an 
underdeveloped lot in an expensive part 
of the country, the good news is that 
construction costs don’t follow the cost of 
housing – they are relatively stable. As a 
result, rental development returns are much 
greater in places with higher housing prices 
such as San Francisco, Washington DC, 
and New York City.

oVerseas experiences

When talking about rental housing in 
the U.S., we often make comparisons with 
renting overseas.

Faced with insecure tenancies and 
unaffordable home ownership, over the past 
several years, in Australia, there has been a 
surge of enthusiasm for developing a sector 
of multifamily housings, which already 
gained a widespread popularity in the U.S. 
However, another trend that is present in 
Australia is building sustainable rentals 
which can still release equity, should the 
landlord decide to sell the property later. 
Apart from eco-additions, passive designs, 

Landlords 
Can Move 
Toward 
Sustainability

See ‘Going’ on Page 23
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Air�ow Veri�ed is what sets us apart from all others. 
Our mission is to verify that proper air�ow is traveling from 

the dryer to the vent termination at the exterior of the building. 

Dryer Vent Cleaning

206-362-5190
Multifamily | Residential | Commercial

 Mid-Rise & High-Rise 
Repair | Drop Jobs | Boom Lifts | Cleaning

Dryer Vent                        Cleaning & Repair

www.ventmasters.net

and indoor-outdoor spaces, construction 
companies like Meadan Homes make a 
great case of promoting duplex additions as 
a great option for flexible rentals that can be 
easily sold down the line.

use proGrammabLe thermostats

Chances are that heating and cooling are 
the biggest energy hogs in a rental unit, 
and one of the best ways to save energy 
consumption is to install a programmable 
thermostat. Whichever arrangement you 
have with the tenants, the thermostat 
benefits both parties. With quality ones 
priced between $35 and $50, it’s a small 
investment for large savings. It can be 
programmed to turn the unit on and off 
based on tenants’ daily routines, reducing 
both the monthly bill and the building’s 
carbon footprint.

maintain the hVac
Make sure the furnace filter is replaced 

between one and three months, to 
ensure clean air and improve the furnace 
efficiency. While each furnace has 
different specifications, different filters 
have different lifespans. While being 
inexpensive and easy to change, a clean 
filter will ensure clean indoor air and better 
furnace efficiency, reducing its power 
consumption. By keeping your HVAC unit 
running at optimal levels, you’re increasing 
the energy efficiency of the entire rental.

inVest in humidifiers

A humidifier keeps your rental humidity 
levels constant, even during the winter 
when heating is regularly used. Keeping 
the humidity levels up during the heating 

season isn’t only beneficial to your health 
and furniture, but it also makes the ambient 
air temperature feel warmer than dry air, 
which means you can lower your thermostat 
setting. While some HVAC units come with 
built-in humidifiers, you can always get it 
separately for a great price.

buy enerGy-efficient buLbs

You can always tell an energy-efficient 
building by its bulbs. Landlords who are 
concerned about energy efficiency and 
savings made this way will always use 
CFLs (compact fluorescent lights) or even 
LED bulbs. In countries like Germany and 
Australia, where environmental awareness 
is high on all levels, incandescent bulbs have 
been phased out between 2009 and 2012, 
while legislators in Australia are preparing 
a regulation that would evict the halogen 
bulbs as well by the end of 2020. Although 
the out-front cost of LEDs is higher, they 
last incomparably longer and they really 
pay off through reduced consumption.

While expansions and additions are 
always more cost-effective than purchasing 
new rentals, a prudent landlord will always 
make sure those extensions are energy-
efficient. The practices listed here won’t 
only pay for themselves in energy savings, 
over the duration of the rental, but if you 
decide to sell, you can always sell the 
improvements as well, or move them to 
your next property.
Lucas Bergman is a real estate agent 
and renewable energy consultant with 
many hobbies and passions, but above 
all, he enjoys the most spending time 
with his wife – Mara. He also likes Lord 
of the Rings. He, actually, very much 
likes Lord of the Rings. He is a regular 
contributor at smoothdecorator.com.

Continued from Page 22

‘Going Green’ is Easier 
Than You Might Think
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Don’t take chances with staffing! Our temps are 
tested, trained, experienced, and fully insured!
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